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Step 1: Read the Play

The Question: “What is this play all 
about?”

Remember: “The play is the thing”

First Reading - Read as Story 
remembering that “a play means 
what it means in performance.”

Absorb the “atmosphere”

See the “Big Picture”

It should become like a “song 
that is stuck in your head”



Second Reading - Read to answer the question “What 
do we need?”

What kind of  space does the story need?

Note locations as you read: Where are they? 
Interior or Exterior? What doors or windows are 
called for?  What kind of  physical objects are 
required? What is necessary vs. what is suggested?

Note “traffic patterns”: Which characters enter 
and exit each scene and from where?  Where do 
they congregate?

Step 1: Read the Play (Continued)



Step 2: Research

Research:  Deepen your 
understanding of  the play’s setting: 
Time Period, Culture, Status, etc.

Discover “The Statement”

Find an “Inspiration Piece”

Museum, Library, Internet, Junk 
Shops, Back Alleys, etc.



Step 3: Know Your Space

What is the size and the shape of  the theatrical 
space the play will be performed in?

Proscenium (Setting) Line/Center Line

Height of  Proscenium

Depth of  the Stage (with and w/o the apron)

Width of  the Stage

Rake (of  stage or house)

Audience Sight Lines & Masking 

Think in 3 dimensions!



Step 4: Preliminary Sketches

Birds Eye View (aka: Floor Plan): Your set 
viewed as if  from above.  You should incorporate 
the “center line”, “setting line”, “sight lines”, all 
scenic features such as doors, windows, etc.

Elevation: Your set viewed from the audience 
perspective



Basic Types of  Shows

One Set Show - No set changes required.

Box Set - Usually an interior with three walls.  The 
“fourth wall” is the audience.  “Detail” is usually 
the key for the designer.

Unit Set - A single set that serves as multiple 
locations in the play.  It may be arranged to provide 
for many different acting areas. “Atmosphere” is 
usually the key for the designer. 



Basic Types of  Sets (Continued)

Multi-Set Show: Many sets are required to perform this 
type of  play.  Designers have invented a variety of  
solutions to solve this problem:

Complete Set Changes: Whole-scale resetting of  the 
stage between scenes.  Often an intervening scene 
(called an “in one”) is used to buy time.

Frames: Major set elements can be re-used in new 
ways to suggest new locations but other elements slide 
into place.  (The barricade in Les Mis)



Drops: Scenery is flown in from the fly loft.  Each 
line set holds a different scene.

Trucks or Wagons: Scenery is build on 
platforms with wheels and pushed into place.

 Jacknives: Scenery is tucked into the wings and 
swings into place when needed.

Turntables and Revolves : Sets rotate 
(sometimes as “triwalls” and sometimes as “L’s” 
or in some other configuration.



Step 4: Consultation 

Bring your sketches into a meeting with the 
director and stage manager.  

The director has a vision that may or may not 
be compatible with yours.  

The stage manager will be concerned with 
traffic flow and function.



Step 5: Scale Drawings

Use your sketches to create designs that are 
accurate and to scale.  What you draw is what 
will be built.  

Necessary drawings: Floor Plan (BEV), General 
Elevation, Specific Elevations, Detail Drawings

Identify your scale.  Label your Specific 
elevations and your detail drawings to 
correspond with your General Elevation and 
Floor Plan 



Step 6: Model

Some designers never model but instead produce 
very detailed scale drawings.  Other designers 
skip right to modeling and builders take 
measurements from scale models.

Your model is not a work of  art, it is a proto-
type.



Step 7: Build

More to come!


